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“

Vary your daily
workload and
hobbies to reduce
burn-out and keep
momentum ”

Guest’s Lifestyle/Candid photo
goes here

- Dr. Danny Ramasawmy, 2020
Finding True North, Bonus Guest!

Profile | Danny is currently a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at University College London (UCL) using numerical methods to investigate
ultrasound propagation in novel imaging devices. He previously studied an undergraduate masters in Aerospace Engineering at the
University of Southampton and a postgraduate Masters and PhD in Medical Imaging and Medical Physics at University College London.
Danny aims to always be involved in research and development whether in an academic or commercial setting. As long as, in his time
off, he gets time to record and write music.
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PIVOTAL MOMENT

“

”

All models are wrong, but some are useful.
- George Box

It is difficult to capture the full complexities of nature in a scientific model, however, they can
still provide useful insights. It is important to recognise the limitations of your work, but keep in
mind what the bigger picture is and improve in small steps.
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WHAT IS A POSTDOCTORAL RESEARCHER?

The Postdoc Journey

Postdoctoral researchers (or
‘Postdoc’ for short) have
finished their PhD and will
generally be researching
around their speciality (or
adjacent field) and
presenting their work
through conferences and
journals.

Naming Conventions

Hierarchy
Although there is a
hierarchy at universities, it is
very common for PhD
students through to
Professors to be having
lunch together and
interacting daily!

• Professor
• Reader/Associate Professor
• Lecturer/Assistant Professor
• Research Associate/Fellow
• Postdoctorate
• PhD
• Masters
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MY VISION

“

I want to do something different every day. With
research you are always learning, developing
and contributing to state-of-the-art scientific
knowledge.

”
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MUSIC AND RESEARCH – THE CREATIVE PROCESS
The Similar Mindsets in Music and
Research Fields
Playing an instrument well takes great
discipline. It requires consistent practice
over a long period of time to see real
progress. You need to keep pushing at
areas you are uncomfortable with to make
a difference. Often your end goal moves
further away as you improve and the more
areas you find you want to work on.
Therefore, it is important to enjoy the
process!
A similar mindset is needed for research,
small incremental changes to scientific
knowledge can often take months of work.
Whether you love or hate that journey
often depends on your mindset.
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3 WAYS SOMEONE CAN BREAK INTO ACADEMIA AND RESEARCH

1

PY

QUALIFICATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS
Most successful academics have completed a PhD and have numerous publications.

2

IT IS NEVER TOO LATE TO GO BACK TO ACADEMIA
Many researchers move from industry to academia to have control over what they work on.

3

Do DO SOMETHING THAT YOU'RE CURIOUS ABOUT
Research is tough and frustrating, but it is genuine curiosity which helps drive academics.
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3 TAKEAWAYS

1

YOU’VE GOT TO HAVE PATIENCE
Research, as with most skills, takes time to develop and mature.

2

ALWAYS KEEP YOUR BALANCE
Vary your daily workload and hobbies to reduce burn-out and keep momentum.

3

REMEMBER – INCREMENTAL CHANGES
Add skills slowly, 5 minutes a day is 30 hours a year. That’s longer than it takes to do a university module!
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DANNY’S RECOMMENDED SKILLS TO SUCCEED IN ACADEMIA AND RESEARCH

Emotional Skills & Traits

Practical Skills & Knowledge

Patience

Tea or coffee making skills

Independence

Wider reading of adjacent topics

Teamwork

Critical thinking

Perseverance

Accessible writing

(29 days of failure for 1 day of success!)

(ensure people from varied backgrounds can understand
your work)

Learn to switch off

Know who's who in your field

Think creatively

Everyone should be able to code
(even a little bit!)
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We asked Dr. Danny Ramasawmy some questions to
gain insight on how to enter and thrive in his
industry …
Question: When you finished your undergraduate, or even your PhD, did you consider entering industry first and
then returning to academia?
Danny’s answer: I did consider going to industry before my PhD, and a period in industry can be incredibly
helpful in maturing the skills needed for a PhD, for example programming/writing/time management. However,
after my undergraduate I wanted to continue studying, and the PhD gave me the challenge and flexibility I was
looking for. After completing my PhD I did consider going into industry, however, I was lucky enough to continue
a related project as a Postdoctorate (post-doc). The post-doc is giving me a chance to answer some questions
which my PhD thesis raised.

Question: What year of your PhD can your work get published and what advice would you give to a student
wanting to publish their first academic paper successfully?
Danny’s answer: Most of your work will be published in the last two years of your PhD. The first year is generally
a learning period and often does not directly lead to publishable work. There are a number of requirements to
publish your work in a good quality academic journal. Generally, your work will need to have novelty and be
supported with evidence such as: experimental results, models, mathematical proofs etc. Submitting small bits
of work to conferences and workshops can help to refine your ideas, get important feedback and improve your
writing skills. These smaller bits of work can be combined to help sketch out the first journal paper. But try not
to get too attached to the first draft, often it will require a lot of rewriting and reorganising!
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…then we asked questions on how he navigated his
career journey so far…
Question: Did you hope to gain anything from working as a Student Ambassador and as a Science
Communicator at the Winchester Science Center and how do you think that experience has affected your ways
of working now?
Danny’s answer: I have always enjoyed science communication, so it was mostly just for fun! However,
gathering different experiences and doing internships during your undergraduate degree is helpful in making
your CV distinguishable. Additionally, conveying scientific concepts to the public of different ages is always a
useful skill. My experience at the Winchester Science Center does not affect my daily activities directly now.
However, when I present, I will always try and convey key concepts in simple words.

Question: Were you always interested in pursuing academia and were you influenced by family or expectations?
With this, how did you know whether academia was a route you genuinely wanted to pursue or pursued
because of influence of others?
Danny’s answer: I have always wanted to be a scientist. I love understanding how things work, and why they
work. There is also something incredibly satisfying about understanding a scientific principle and how it can be
translated to different areas of science to great effect.

There were no expectations from others whether I

should or shouldn't do a PhD, I just wanted to push and challenge myself further and to really study something
in depth. I am still an early-career researcher, so there is still plenty of time for me to move to industry and
change my career path!
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…and a question on personal development gained
through his career progression!
Question: Did you find your ability to personally handle the academic experience got better as
years went by, or is there not much difference between undergraduate and PhD/Postdoc?
Danny’s answer: There is a big difference between undergraduate and postgraduate study. The
work gets increasingly complex and challenging. However, your analytical and research
skills grow as you progress. Your perspective shifts, what would have taken two/three weeks as
an undergraduate coursework you complete in a half a day as a PhD student.

Want more Q&A? Find other guests on Finding True North here.
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The Tech Allies Network immensely thanks

Dr. Danny Ramasawmy

for being a bonus guest on Finding True North!
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